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CLICK HERE TO REGISTER  -  
 
You must register to attend, as there is a limit to the number of attendees 
 
IBM Bigfix® can help you achieve smarter, faster endpoint management and security. You can see and 
manage physical and virtual endpoints, rapidly remediate issues, maintain compliance, and report on 
endpoints in near real time. 

What you’ll learn: This two-day Proof of Concept will cover the following BigFix technologies*: 

IBM BigFix Lifecycle Management provides real-time visibility into the state of endpoints, giving 
administrators advanced functionality for managing OS deployment and migrations, software 
installations and updates, and remote administration. Lifecycle Management includes the following 
capabilities: 

• Patch Management: Allows you to assess, deploy and manage patches for operating systems 
and applications throughout heterogeneous environments. 

• Software Distribution: Provides the ability to distribute software and updates to endpoints 
throughout the enterprise, from one location, and maintain visibility throughout the 
deployment. 

• Operating System Deployment: Enables IT staffs to create and deploy bare-metal OS images to 
workstations and servers, reimage managed endpoints, and automate post-image processes 

• Server Automation: Enables users to perform advanced application deployment throughout 
servers, including task sequencing—without the need for programming skills. 

IBM BigFix Compliance provides unified, near real-time visibility and enforcement of patches, 
configuration baselines and multiple third-party anti-malware systems. Compliance provides an analytics 
dashboard to view and maintain compliance and vulnerability posture over time. 

IBM BigFix Inventory provides software license compliance data. Inventory identifies licensed and 
unlicensed software with in-depth granularity. It tracks software usage patterns and trends to support 
better planning, budgeting and vendor license compliance 

IBM BigFix Platform is a flexible enterprise management system that gives security and operations 
visibility into the same information, allowing them to make informed decisions and take appropriate 
actions to keep the enterprise safe from vulnerabilities.  The BigFix Platform contains the following 
components: 

• BigFix Web User Interface: Provide a summarized, one-page view of the IT infrastructure for 
executives and security professionals. Query the enterprise for the existence of zero-day 
vulnerabilities, and conditions that may lead to compromise. Give administrators the tools they 
need to take action on identified vulnerabilities, and monitor the overall compliance posture of 
the enterprise. 

https://www.ibm.com/events/wwe/grp/grp304.nsf/Registration.xsp?openform&seminar=6ZDTWEES&locale=en_US


• BigFix Web Reporting: Allow authorized users to connect through a web browser to view all the 
information about computers, vulnerabilities, actions, and more.  

• Fixlet Relevance: The “brain” of the Fixlet message that allows Fixlet messages to target only 
computers with specific characteristics that indicate it has a problem.  

Cost: This session is offered free of charge. Complimentary refreshments including continental breakfast 
and lunch will be provided. However, participants are responsible for their own business travel 
expenses. 

Who Should Attend? This class is designed for IT administrators and security professionals who are 
responsible for maintaining assets, providing security, keeping software current, and performing other 
operations and security-related tasks within an organization. 
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*NOTE: Not all topics may be covered in each Proof of Technology 
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